**EV CHARGING INSTALLATION** CASE STUDY

FSG Is A Certified Installation Partner for Tesla

**CHALLENGE**
Tesla's Destination Charging networks are continually expanding, offering Tesla drivers unparalleled convenience and comfort. FSG is a Tesla Certified Installation Partner, and services Tesla charging stations across the United States. FSG has also installed hundreds of Tesla Wall Connector charging stations in commercial facilities across the country.

**SOLUTION**
Tesla has been unique among EV vehicle manufacturers at also building out a charging network for their vehicle owners to utilize. In 2021 Tesla opened their charging network to other vehicles which enable them to gain access to the new $7.5 billion in EV funding in the US.

**RESULT**
FSG is an ideal partner for Tesla, proving installation and maintenance services for charging stations anywhere in the United States. More than 2,300 dedicated employees and over 1,000 affiliated vendors deliver FSG's quality services and solutions around the clock.